Storms and Floods of July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, in Ellicott City, Howard County, Maryland
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Introduction

On July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, the downtown area of Ellicott City, Maryland (fig. 1), was severely flooded by intense, short-duration rainfall that resulted in loss of life; significant damage to buildings, roads, infrastructure; and hundreds of vehicles washed away. Precipitation from the 2016 event totaled 6.60 inches in 3 hours (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2016). Precipitation from the 2018 storm totaled 6.56 inches in 3 hours (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2018).

In the aftermath of both storms, personnel from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) performed indirect discharge measurements to determine peak flow on the three streams that drain through the downtown area of Ellicott City and empty into the Patapsco River. High-water marks were flagged on selected reaches of three streams, Hudson Branch (station 01589017), Tiber Branch (station 01589019), and New Cut Branch (station 01589021) (fig. 2). Peak flows were computed using flow-through-culvert techniques with road overflow for Hudson Branch and slope-area techniques for Tiber Branch and New Cut Branch.

This fact sheet describes the basin characteristics, hydrologic characteristics, and flood history of the Ellicott City, Maryland, area. The storms and flood characteristics for July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, are described. Peak discharges computed from the indirect discharge measurements for Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch are presented for the storms and floods of July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018. To provide historical perspective on these floods in Ellicott City, results from the indirect discharge measurement computations were compared to peak flows from 75 USGS streamgages and 6 miscellaneous sites in Maryland and Delaware that resulted from intense storms in August and September 1971 (Carpenter, 1974). The findings indicate that although the Ellicott City storms and floods from July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, are considered very rare in terms of their probability of occurrence, other storms have occurred in the Maryland and Delaware regions in the past that have produced comparable runoff characteristics relative to drainage-area magnitude.

Description of Study Area

Ellicott City is an unincorporated community in Howard County, Maryland, approximately 4.6 miles (mi) southwest of the City of Baltimore and lying within the eastern section of the Piedmont Physiographic Province (fig. 1). The population of the community was 65,834 as of 2010, an increase of 9,437 people since 2000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019, U.S. Census Bureau, 2003). Mean annual precipitation in the region is approximately 45 inches.

Ellicott City is underlain by one geologic formation composed of Paleozoic Era crystalline rocks that are approximately 420 to 470 million years old (Silurian/Ordovician Period). This formation is the Ellicott City Granodiorite, which ranges from biotite granodiorite along the margins to quartz monzonite in the core of the formation (Maryland Geological Survey, 1968).
Ellicott City lies within the Tiber Branch watershed. At the confluence of the Tiber Branch with the Patapsco River, the Tiber Branch watershed encompasses approximately 3.68 square miles (mi²) with relief of about 300 feet (ft). The watershed has drainage from three streams—Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch (fig. 2). The watershed is approximately 31.6 percent forested and 65.2 percent developed land, with 30.9 percent characterized as impervious and having a mean basin slope of 0.076 foot per foot (ft/ft) (U.S. Geological Survey, 2019a). A combination of fairly steep stream slopes, up to 300 ft of relief, and large areas of impervious surfaces near these small streams can cause the stage and corresponding discharge to fluctuate quickly during storms, contributing to flashy surface-water hydrology that is characteristic of urban streams (Paul and Meyer, 2001).

The three sub-watersheds are considered either urban or suburban on the basis of current development conditions. Hudson Branch is the most developed (75.5 percent) and the most impervious (39.6 percent) (U.S. Geological Survey, 2019a). A summary of selected basin characteristics for the sub-watersheds of Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch is shown in table 1.

The Patapsco River watershed encompasses approximately 294 mi² at Ellicott City. Streamflow has been regulated by Liberty Reservoir for water supply approximately 15 mi upstream from Ellicott City since July 1954. The watershed is approximately 28.5 percent forested and 20.2 percent developed land, with 11.7 percent characterized as impervious and having a mean basin slope of 0.082 ft/ft (U.S. Geological Survey, 2019a).

Downtown Ellicott City is susceptible to significant flooding owing to its location at the bottom of a hill where the Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch streams converge and empty into the Patapsco River, which borders Ellicott City on the east side. As a result, the flood susceptibility can include flash flooding from Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch; overbank flooding from the Patapsco River; or a combination of both. During the 2016 and 2018 flash-flood scenarios, Main Street in downtown Ellicott City became an overflow channel for excess runoff from Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch. The upper section of Main Street floods exclusively owing to excess runoff from Hudson Branch and Tiber Branch. The lower section of Main Street can flood owing to excess runoff from one or more of the three streams or overbank flooding from the Patapsco River.

Figure 2. Location of Ellicott City watersheds and surrounding area.
the July 30, 2016, storm and had not been replaced as of April 6, 2021.

The USGS streamflow gage on the Patapsco River at Hollofield, Md. (station 01589000) is approximately 4.0 river miles upstream from Ellicott City, and continuous streamflow records date back to May 1944. The peak of record for the station occurred during Tropical Storm Agnes on June 22, 1972, with a peak streamflow of 80,600 cubic feet per second (ft$^3$/s) and a gage height of 31.30 ft. The storm and flood of September 26, 1975, produced a peak streamflow of 46,500 ft$^3$/s and a gage height of 22.80 ft. The storm and flood of July 21, 1956, produced a peak streamflow of 19,000 ft$^3$/s and a gage height of 15.88 ft. The storm and flood of May 26, 1952, produced a peak streamflow of 12,300 ft$^3$/s and a gage height of 10.69 ft (U.S. Geological Survey, 2019b). The storms and floods of July 30, 2016, and May 30, 2018, produced peak streamflows and gage heights of 22,800 ft$^3$/s and 14.24 ft, and 6,100 ft$^3$/s and 6.89 ft, respectively.

It is informative to note that all of the historical floods since 1944, as identified by the flood markers, were related to inundation from the Patapsco River, directly affecting only the lower section of Main Street. The causes, frequency, and risk of flash flooding are not as well-documented or understood.

### Description of Storm and Flood of July 30, 2016

The storm of July 30, 2016 produced a total of 6.60 inches of rainfall from 6 to 9 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time (EDT), with 5.96 inches occurring between 6:50 and 8:50 p.m. EDT, based on data from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) precipitation gage ELYM2 at Ellicott City, Maryland (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2016). An exceedance probability computed by the National Weather Service indicated that the observed rainfall intensity and duration for this event has a probability of occurrence of less than or equal to 1 in 1,000. Statistically, this means that there is a 0.1-percent chance of this rainfall event occurring in Ellicott City in any given year (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2016).

The storm was described as a back-building event, which is a series of thunderstorms which hit the area in rapid succession. The most severe flooding in Ellicott City occurred between 8:05 and 9 p.m. EDT on July 30, 2016. All three tributaries that drain through the downtown Ellicott City area (Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch) had severe flash flooding, which caused two fatalities; significant damage to buildings, roads, and infrastructure along Main Street; and flooding and washing away of hundreds of vehicles. The approximate high-water elevation is shown in figure 4. Major flooding also occurred on the lower section of Main Street as a result of overbank flooding from the Patapsco River (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2019a).

### Description of Storm and Flood of May 27, 2018

The storm of May 27, 2018, produced a total of 6.56 inches of rainfall from 3:15 to 6:15 p.m. EDT, with 5.00 inches occurring between 3:53 and 5:53 p.m. EDT, based on data from NOAA precipitation gage ELYM2 at Ellicott City, Maryland (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2018). The storm totals for Ellicott City were nearly the same as those for the July 30, 2016, storm with essentially the same probability of occurrence (a 0.1-percent chance) in any given year (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2016, 2019b). All three tributaries that drain through the downtown Ellicott City area (Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch) had severe flash flooding. The storm produced one fatality and significant damage to buildings, roads, and other...
infrastructure along Main Street, as well as flooding and washing away of hundreds of vehicles. The Patapsco River did not contribute as much flooding to the town as in 2016, peaking more than 3 ft lower in May 2018 than in July 2016. However, the Patapsco River still likely caused some backwater during the May 2018 storm that prevented water from quickly draining from Main Street (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2018, 2019a).

Two rounds of heavy rain fell during the May 2018 storm as opposed to one round in July 2016. The location of the heaviest rainfall was estimated to have hit farther south during the May 2018 storm, such that NOAA precipitation gage ELYM2 was not within the heaviest rainfall area for the storm (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2018).

USGS high-water-mark data collected after the storm indicate that the New Cut Branch watershed produced significantly larger flows during May 2018 than during July 2016. The high-water marks, in two comparable locations, indicated peak water levels that were from 1.3 to 1.7 ft higher in May 2018 than in July 2016. This finding is consistent with the National Weather Service estimates that indicate heavier rain fell farther south during the May 2018 storm.

Indirect Measurements of Peak Discharge in Ellicott City Watersheds

In the aftermath of the July 2016 and May 2018 flash floods, personnel from the USGS made indirect discharge measurements in selected reaches of Hudson Branch (station 01589017), Tiber Branch (station 01589019), and New Cut Branch (station 01589021) to determine peak flows for the three watersheds that drain through downtown Ellicott City to the Patapsco River. Slope-area techniques were used for Tiber Branch and New Cut Branch, whereas a flow-through-culvert with road-overflow computation was done for Hudson Branch (Dalrymple and Benson, 1967; Bodhaine, 1968; Hulsing, 1967).

In the aftermath of the two storms, high-water marks were flagged to define the extent of flooding on each of the three streams. Reaches were selected on each stream that were a short distance outside the downtown area of Ellicott City in areas where the streamflow at the peak was more confined in the valley than along Main Street and could be pinpointed as coming from each of the three watersheds. High-water-mark elevations were surveyed along with cross-section geometry to define the dimension and profile of the channels during the peak. Bridge geometry was also surveyed at the Hudson Branch location to define the culvert dimensions. Values of the dimensionless Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) were estimated based on the degree of resistance to flood flows in the stream channel and overbank (Barnes, 1967; French, 1985). Peak discharges computed for the Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch indirect measurement reaches for the storms of July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, are presented in table 2.

The data in table 2 indicate that the peak flows for all three stations were greater during the May 27, 2018, storm. For Hudson Branch, the May 27, 2018, peak flow was approximately 9 percent greater than that of July 30, 2016. For Tiber Branch and New Cut Branch, the May 27, 2018, peak flows were approximately 28.5 percent and 85.5 percent greater, respectively, indicating that the May 27, 2018, storm was centered farther to the south and fell on the New Cut Branch watershed with more intensity than on Tiber Branch and Hudson Branch. The timing of the individual peaks is unknown for Tiber Branch and New Cut Branch for both storms, but a flood-warning gage operated by the Howard County, Maryland, government at the location of the indirect computation for Hudson Branch indicated the peak stage occurred at about 8:10 p.m. EDT for the July 30, 2016, storm and at about 5:53 p.m. EDT for the May 27, 2018, storm (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2018).

---

Table 2. Computed peak discharges for storms of July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, at indirect measurement reaches on Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch, Ellicott City, Maryland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station number</th>
<th>Station name</th>
<th>Drainage area (mi²)</th>
<th>Forest cover (%)</th>
<th>Developed land (%)</th>
<th>Impervious area (%)</th>
<th>Peak discharge on July 30, 2016 (ft³/s)</th>
<th>Peak discharge on May 27, 2018 (ft³/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01589017</td>
<td>Hudson Branch at Ellicott City, Md.</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>2,750</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01589019</td>
<td>Tiber Branch at Ellicott City, Md.</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>2,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01589021</td>
<td>New Cut Branch at Ellicott City, Md.</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>3,320</td>
<td>6,160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Impervious area is a portion of all land covers, but predominantly developed land.
To provide historical perspective on the magnitudes of the Ellicott City flood peaks from July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, the respective peak discharges for Hudson Branch, Tiber Branch, and New Cut Branch were compared to peak discharges at USGS streamflow gages and miscellaneous sites in Maryland and Delaware from the floods of August and September 1971 (Carpenter, 1974). The six flood peaks from the Ellicott City watersheds were plotted in Carpenter (1974, fig. 5, p. 21). Figure 5 in Carpenter (1974) presents the relation between peak unit discharge and drainage area for 75 USGS streamflow gages and 6 miscellaneous sites during the floods of August and September 1971. Drainage area in square miles is plotted on the x-axis, and peak unit discharge, or runoff, in cubic feet per second per square mile is plotted on the y-axis. Numbers in the original figure correspond to USGS streamflow gages and miscellaneous sites that are presented in Carpenter (1974, table 1 on pages 15–20). The figure includes two curves of the Myers Extreme Flood Rating, which is a formula based on runoff, locality, and drainage area that has been used previously as a general frame of reference to assess and compare the relative magnitudes of floods. The Myers rating numbers represent different relative flooding thresholds, with a larger rating number indicating more extreme flooding (Wells, 1958; Benson, 1962; Carpenter, 1974). An updated graph with the July 2016 and May 2018 Ellicott City indirect discharge measurements included is shown in figure 5 of this fact sheet.

The indirect discharge measurements computed for Tiber Branch, Hudson Branch, and New Cut Branch for July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, plot on the high end of the data but are generally comparable to some of the more extreme peak flows that occurred in Maryland and Delaware during the storms of August and September 1971. In particular, the flood measurements from Ellicott City generally fall in line with peak flows from several stations in northeastern Baltimore City and Baltimore County that were hit hardest by the storm of August 1–2, 1971. This storm produced 12.6 inches of rainfall in 12 hours in the White Marsh area of Baltimore County. The peaks occurred at sites 31 (station 01584045, Bean Creek at Loreley, Md), 35 (station 01585100, Whitemarsh Run at White Marsh, Md), 37 (station 01585220, Herring Run at Montebello Park, Md), 38 (station 01585300, Stemmers Run at Rossville, Md), 39 (station 01585390, Brien Run near Middle River, Md), and 40 (station 01585400, Brien Run at Stemmers Run, Md) (Carpenter, 1974, fig.5). Other peaks...
that generally fall in line with the flood measurements from Ellicott City occurred during the storm of September 11–13, 1971, which produced 6–10 inches of rainfall over areas of central Maryland and northern Delaware (Carpenter, 1974). These peaks occurred at sites 1 (station 01477790, Matson Run at Wilmington, De), 2 (station 01477800, Shellpot Creek at Wilmington, De), 51 (station 01591000, Patuxent River near Unity, Md), and 61 (station 01645000, Seneca Creek at Dawsonville, Md) in figure 5 of this fact sheet. This finding indicates that, although the Ellicott City storms and floods from July 30, 2016, and May 27, 2018, are considered rare in terms of their probability of occurrence, there are other storms that have occurred in the Maryland and Delaware region in the past that have produced comparable runoff characteristics relative to drainage-area magnitude. The spatial locations of these stations are shown in figure 6 and indicate a generally straight-line pattern that runs southwest to northeast through central Maryland and northeastern Delaware.

This straight-line pattern of spatial locations is consistent with results from a more recent study conducted by O’Connor and Costa (2003), which investigated the locations and causes of the largest floods in the United States, based on data from USGS streamflow gages through the 1997 water year. The O’Connor and Costa (2003) study indicated that the distribution of the largest historical floods in the United States is not random and reflects regional climate and landscape properties, such as topography. The area of Maryland along the eastern edge of the Appalachian Mountains is one of the locations identified in O’Connor and Costa (2003) as having a high density of the largest historical floods. A combination of the local topography and subtropical moisture from the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean often serve as triggers for convective storms in this area of Maryland, which includes Ellicott City (O’Connor and Costa, 2003).
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